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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
04/13/16  

Outside market forces shift and a correction is in motion  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD -17.10, SILVER -18.70, PLATINUM -9.30  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets were moderately 
higher overnight with the Hang Seng and Nikkei showing the biggest gains. A 
surprise rise in Chinese exports has fostered a risk-on vibe from the view that 
the Chinese economy might be poised to stabilize. The early US economic calendar kicks off with weekly MBA 
mortgage market applications. The next data window provides March retail sales that are forecast to have 
expanded and register a considerable improvement from the -0.1% month over month drop seen in February. 
Also expected during that window will be a reading on March producer prices that are anticipated to show 
improvement from the -0.2% month over month drop in February. Also of interest will be the Bank of Canada's 
interest rate policy decision, which is anticipated to keep rates steady at 0.5%. The US Federal Reserve releases 
Beige Book report on regional economic conditions during the afternoon hours. The US Treasury conducts the 
second leg of this week's offerings, with $20-billion in 10-Year Notes, which drew a final yield of 1.895% last 
month.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
With a partial rejection of the new highs yesterday and the downside extension this morning the technical setup 
definitively favors the bear camp in gold today. Furthermore, a big range down rejection in the Dollar yesterday 
and a recovery in the Dollar this morning suggests that one of the primary supporting issues for gold has moved 
to the sidelines. While fresh new highs for the year in crude oil yesterday that should help the markets drift away 
from deflationary psychology but a setback in energy prices this morning has removed a supportive outside 
market force for the precious metals. Clearly economic uncertainty from IMF comments Tuesday provided some 
lift to gold but improved sentiment toward China off trade data has at least temporarily tamped down economic 
anxiety. Gold derivative holdings rose overnight by a modest 11,428 ounces while silver derivative holdings 
increased by 1.03 million ounces but that news is hardly significant enough to stem a badly needed back and fill 
action. With news that Indian March gold imports were only 18 tons that put full year Indian gold imports at only 
926 tons or down from the 1,100 tons imported in the same period the year before. A risk on vibe, a stronger 
Dollar, evidence of lower international economic uncertainty and a moderately significant overbought technical 
condition suggests a series of declines might be ahead in gold and silver.  

 

PLATINUM  

http://futures-research.com/trial/comments.php?refcode=kit
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With platinum attempting to return to the 2016 highs and generally outperforming gold yesterday, the market was 
overdone on its fundamentals and technicals. In fact, a lack of inflows to platinum and palladium derivative 
holdings in the face of consistent inflows into gold and silver holdings that would seem to suggest that the brunt of 
the futures gains have been the result of speculative trading interest and not "investment" plays. Those that want 
to pick a top in platinum might consider buying palladium and selling platinum on a spread. A normal correction of 
the April rally projects a downside target of $979.40 in July platinum. With palladium failing to rise as significantly 
as the rest of the precious metals complex over the last two weeks and a more favorable economic view toward 
China, it is possible that palladium will avoid heavy corrective action ahead. In fact, it is possible that some traders 
will reverse long platinum/short palladium spreads and that could make palladium the stalwart performer of the 
metals complex today.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
A reversal is in motion and that could target a downside objective of $1,238.80 in June gold and perhaps even 
$1,233.80. A normal retracement of the April rally gives a close-in target of $1,243.90 but the market was right on 
that level as of this writing. In order to throw off the bear tilt this morning probably requires an early rise back 
above $1,251. Downside targeting in May silver today is seen at $15.67 which is a normal retracement of the April 
rally.  

 

 

 
COPPER COMMENTARY  
04/13/16  

Strong Chinese copper imports shifts control to the bull camp  

 

GENERAL: A major range-up extension in copper Tuesday was partially the 
result of noted additive weakness in the Dollar and part of the gains in copper 
might have been the result of fresh 2016 highs in crude oil. However, we also 
think some shorts yesterday decided to exit positions ahead of potentially critical 
Chinese economic data today and therefore some of the rally yesterday was 
anticipatory. With Chinese copper import data registering a 35.7% rise in March 
relative to the prior month, the copper trade is served notice that the April lows were probably too cheap. Adjusted 
from the slide into lows last week, we suspect that the net spec and fund short in copper might have reached 
20,000 contracts into the April lows and therefore, short-covering volume could be fairly significant ahead.  

 

MARKET IDEAS: 
With the copper market moderately net spec and fund short as of yesterday morning, we can't rule out a quick 
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stab back up to $2.20. With reports last month suggesting that the Chinese Strategic Reserve might sell some 
copper, the importance of this month's Chinese copper import rise should not be underestimated. Critical support 
in May copper moves up to an old double low of $2.1305.  
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